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N·ixon Meets Wi-~t:~
'What We Do Can Change the World'

By STEWART HENSLEY
PEKING (UP!)- With the
blessing of Mao Tse-Tung, given in
a private meeting, President Nixon
and Premier Chou En-Lai vowed
at a sumptuous, toast - filled
banquet Monday night to improve
relations and relax. two decades of
tensions between the United
States and China.
14
WA are confident that the day
will surely come when this
common desire of our two
peoples will be reali2<ed," said the
7 3 • year - old Chou, raising his
glass to Nixon in the gilded Great

sought to create the most
favorable possible atmosphere for
Nixon's momentous summit talks.
The meeting with Mao came as
a surprise to American
correspondents, who had been led
to expect it would come on
Tuesday. White House Press
Secretary Ronald Ziegler
described it only as a 11 frank
discussion" which was arranged
after Nixon landed, Nixon's late
afternoon meeting with Chou was
delayed 90 minutes because of it.
Accompanied only by Henry A.
Kissinger, his national security

affairs adviser who arranged the
entire trip, Nixon met with the
78 ~ year- old Mao and Chou,
apparently at the Communist
Party Cbairman•s old, singlestory, yellow • roofed home in the
Pei Hai section of Peking, where
most high- ranking politburo
mentbex-s live.
The only other person present
was Tang Wen·Sheng, a young
jnterpreter .hom and reared in

of politics and trade - a highly
significant move for the head or a
foreign country with which China
has no diplomatic relations.
Nixon's schedule for Tuesday,
the first full day of his eight - day
visit, called for a morning of work
with aides in the privacy of his
villa while Ms, Nixon visited the
Peking Hotel to see its kitchen
and famed Mandarin chefs.
He was to confer with Chou· for
the fourth time since he arrived at
2 p.m. (l a.m. EST) and then join
Ms. Nixon for an evening cultural
performance in the Great Hall of
the People, an ornate building on
the southwestern edge of
ceremonial Tien An Men Square,
the largest square in the world.
Clearly elat:ed l.lt his cordial
reception, Nixon mounted a
rostrum flanked by American and
Chinese flags to declare in his
banquet toast that, borrowing
from Lincoln's Gettysburg
Address, "What we say here will
not be long remt>ntbered. What we
do here can change the world/'
The President, like Chou, cited
41
great differences" dividing their
countries. But, said Nixon, "what
brings us together is that we have
common interests which
transcend those differences•••
"But while we cannot close the
gulf between us, we can try to
bridge it, so that we may be able
let us, in these
to talk across it.
next five days, start a long march
together, not in lockstep, but on
different roads lc<).ding to the
same goal. the goal of building a
world structure of pence and
justice••. "
Chou~ spea.~ing through an
interpreter although he was seen
chatting with the Nixons in.

New York City, the daughter or
an editor of a Chinese - language
newspaper.
The Chinese action in
advancing Nixon's appointment
with Mao was taken as a sign of
the Peking government's eagerness
to get on with the task of trying
to ease long - standing tenshms
with Washington.
F u rthet e\fidence of the
importance that Peking's leaders
attach to the Presidential visit was
that Chou took to the airport a
welcoming delegation of 41 other
high Chinese officials. Their
spE?cial ties cover a broad spectrum

English over dinner. said in his
toast that "the gate to friendly
contacts has finally been opened
at the present ime, and it has
become a strong desire of the
Chinese and American peoples to
move to promote normalization
of relations between the two
countries and work for the
relaxation or tensitms. tJ
Chou made a point of recalling
Nixon's words on departing
Washington last Thursday, when
the President sa.id the two
countries must "find a way that
we ~n have differences without
being enemies in war.,

'I THINK YOU'RE SUPPOSED TO THROW IT DACK TO HIM,•

Hall of the People.
Responding with quotes from
Abraham Lincoln and Mao's
"Little Red Book/' the President
evoked an epic event in the
history of Chinese Communism
when he urged both countries to
"start a long march together"
toward pP.ace and understanding
despite great differences openly
acknowledgl:!d by both leaders.
Chou's banquet for Nixon,
ending a busy first day in the
ancient Chinese capital that
included an unannounced* hour·
long meeting with Mao, in the
seclusion of his Peking homes

So

J. Kennedy Aboard.
Hijacked Plane
AMMAN (UPI)- Several men
hijacked a Lufthansa Airlines
Boeing 7 4 7 an hour after takeotf
from New Delhi eal'ly Tuesday
and forced it to land in Southern
Yemelt with the eldest son of the
late Sen. Roher!; F. Kennedy and
more than ·180 other persons
aboard, Amman Airport
authorities said.
The Arab nation of 1.3 million
is at the tip of the Arabian
Peninsula and fronts the Gulf of
Aden.
The huge hump ~ backed plane
carrying the late senator 1s eldest
of 11 children, Joseph P. Kennedy
III. landed at Aden Airport after
nearly exhausting its 11-hour fuel
supply~

An official at the Amman
International Airport sai.d the
plane had landed at Aden airport
shortly before 10:30 a.m. MST
Tuesday. He gave no further
details.

Sen. Aubrey Dunn

Turn-in-a-Pusher Plans
Explained to Local Group
A version of the 'I'urn • in - a Pusher {TIP) method of dealing
with heroin traffic is currently
being organized by buslnessmcm,
citizens ~nd other groups in
Albuquerque.
U n.der the TIP ptogram,
switchboard operators would
receive information ftom
anonymous caJlers concerning the
names and activities of suspected
dealers. The informant would
then be assigned a code number
for identification. When an attest
and conviction is made they can
claim the reward money nt a
designated "drop,.
State Sen. Aubrey Dunn and
Rep. George J.o"ettinger were
present at a meeting held
yesterday to explain the set-up
and discuss the effect it has bad in
Alamogordo, N.M.
JJunn began by pointing uul.
that TIP is a private organization
and is ..removed from politics.,.
He said the instigation o! TIP in
Alamogordo has been highly
successtul, and has resulted jn 11
arrests from over 4000 calls since
its inception in November.
Unlike Tampa, Fla.~ wlu~re TIP
originated, Alamogordo is also
interested in information about
any dealer, regardless or the drug.
Denver. Colo. bas broadened 'riP's
scope to include jni'ormation
regarding any crime.
Dunn attributed the formation
of the service in Alamogordo to
the frustration of parents who felt .
they were unable to do anything

about the drug situation.
"In one· instance," Dunn·
remarked, "a 12 • year· old boy
was ruined for Life when
somebody put LSD into his
coke."
"We're not interested in the
user," he explained, ~'only the
pushcx- who makes his living off
the misery o£ others.,.
Dunn repeatedly stressed the
importanc~ of anonymity in the
operation for the purpose of
protecting informants from
Yiolent reactions by those
arrested.
He also stated the monetary
reward involved is designed to
turn the dealers against
themselves. In Dunn's reasoning,
an addict will supply the nantes of
his contacts in order to claim the
reward, which varies from
$100-$500, depending on the
usefulness of the information.
F~ Hinger added that the
Alamogordo system ''is designed
to-· self-destrud after the
program's goals have been
achieved. We have no intention of
broadening it," he continued.
Also in attendance at the
meeting were a group of high
school students and three
members from the Albuquerque
Police Department. ..
A meeting to discuss TIP and
get it off the ground will be held
at the Chamber of Commerce at 7
p.m. Mar.ch 2.

Patients Provided 'Less Than Optimal Care'
(Editor's Note: This is the last
of a three part series cottcerning
the Bernalillo County Medical
Center.)
By BOB HUETHER
Dr. William M. Mitchner,
assistant dean of the UNM
Medical School has refuted House
Officers Association charges that
proposed construction at BCMC is
resulting in improper medical care
but agrees that state fundirtg is
needed.
Mitchner denied that early
release of mothers after birth is
endangering the health of the
patieltt. He conceded, however,
that in some cases mothers are
being released early.
Mitchner stated this practice

provided tho patient "with 1osa
than optimal care,'' due to the
construction in the obstetrics
ward; but would not endanger the
health of the patient.
Patient Load
The cohstruction has caused
some problems, Mitchner stated 1
but added "lt is very difficult to
do construction in a hospital
because of the patient load.' 1
Mitchner stated the only way
the patient's health would
actually be endangered would be
for the patient to "sign out AMA,
whith Mitchner explained as being
"against medical advice.".
In this case the patient would
voluntarily sign herself out of the

hospital against the advice of her
doctor.. Mitchner said, "After that
we follow them cldse1y and keep
in touch by phone.' 1
Relations between the UNM
staff and the bouse officers is
good, Mitchner said. "We're
working together to solve the
problems. H
Employment Elsewhere
Mitchner also dMied the low
pay of the interns at BCMC would
cause talented medical school
graduates to seek employment
elsewhere.
"We have a good program, a
highly competitive program,"
Mitchrter stated and added, "We
have 450 applications for 26 slots

on the progtarn. ft
However, Mitchner agreed with
the House Staff Officers
Assoc::iation on the problern or
low pay and stated it should be
corrected. Mitchner x-ecalled his
own days as an ihtern and stated
he sympathized with the financial
plight of the intern today.
"High pay has not been history
in medical programs. The most
desirable have been paid the least.
We feet this is not right,''
Mitchner stated.
Number of lntertts
Lack of funding and the
increase in thE! number of interns
in the pr<Jgram have contributed
to this problem. Mitchner stated,

"The program can 1t grow and
continue to pay top dollar.,
Mitchner favors a "regional
standardization 1' of intern pay to
combat this problem. This would
establish wage parity for interns in
the Southwest but would pay
lower than in hospital programs in
areas such as New York City.
Mitchner agrees with the House
Officers Association and the
administration of BCMC that state
funding would help to alleviate
some of the problems.
Trips to Santa Fe by Dean
Robert Storte have netted negative
results in obtaining funds,
Mitchner stated. "The state needs
to become more knowledgable of
the situation! 1
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Jews Picket Russian .Performers
Signs reading "Let My People
Go" and "Freedom for the Soviet
Jews," met cancer~ • goers last
night at Popejoy Hall as memb!lrs
of the 'Jewish St1.1dent Union,
fac1.1lty and concerned citizens
picketed the appearance of the
Osipov Balalaika Orchestra from
Russia,
"We wish to draw attention to
the fact that Jews in the Soviet
Union are denied their :dghts of
culture, religion, and
immigration," Gunther
Rothenberg, professor of history
at UNM, noted,
"The human cry that was raised
in the 1930's and later supressed,
could have saved the lives of six
million Jews that died," he added,
The group of 75 marched and
sang songs of freedom in English
and He brew as the audience
arrived. Pamphlets were
distributed calling on the Russian
a1.1thorities to "let them live as
Jews or leave as Jews."
CJontrary opinion was expressed
by a minority of irate Balalaika

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial
'

Gentlemen, You're Breaking Our Hearts

Wolf Bites

The Daily Lobo today concludes a three - funding sooner. It's a good tactic, but patients
part series on the funding, patient care and suffer.
administrative problems of BCMC. The
The transfer of control and funding of
villain named by all three 1-.ospital- related such a major institution from county control
On the assumption that a frozen dinner may make up as
factions is the state legislature.
much
as one-third or one-half of an American's daily dietary
to the state will take many years, Fiscal
It appears that despite the differences conservatives must be convinced of the intake, the FDA will award a seal of approval to packagers
between the House Officer's Association, the wisdom of the burdensome acquisition, and whose product meets "federal nutritional standards."
BCMC administration and the UNM Medical BCMC's services must be integrated with
Such standards have always been known to be low: for
School, they are agreed that the easy out is health care throughout the state.
instance, 4.6 grans of protein for every 100 calories. Of
to blame it all on the state legislature.
It will take several years to iron out the courst', thiO' guidf'JinPfl won't he mandatory ..
While we agree that the next logical step
for BCMC's growth is state funding, we legal technicalities. UNM's Medical School
* * * * *
contend that the BCMC-UNM Medical · empire - building began only in 1961, and it
Through State Department channels, impenetrable three School can blame only its own over- takes longer than that in a poor state to win
pound plastic bulletproof vests are being supplied to
extension and poor administration for the over the natives.
We consider it highly inappropriate for politicians in client states of the United States, such as
present money crunch.
We believe the hospital has not sought to BCMC - UNM Medical School officials to Marcos of the Phillipines, Park of South Korea and Thieu of
police itself administratively, and allowed its play political games with patient services, South Vietnam. Their bodyguards are trained in the United
facilities and services to be marginal in order while publicly dumping all their troubles on States, too.
to use the crisis situation .to push the state into the state legislat).II'e.
* * * * *
.,

i

Soviet Jewry

A CIA agent who quit after 14 years told a reporter that
the agency has a large depot in the Midwest where "all kinds"
of military equipment is stored, many of the weapons
unmarked. "Over the years, they have bought everything
they can get their hands on, all over the world, that is
untraceable - to prepare for the contingency that they might
want to ship arms."

Assistant Dean Sought
For College of Education

* * *

Need a job? The College of
Education (COE) is presently
reviewing. applications for the new
post of Assistant Dean for
Student Personnel.
A job description was drawn
during the fall of last year by a
special committee of the COE.
The applicant must be either an
associate professor or a professor.
Preference will be shown to those
candidates who have college
personnel experience,
administrative co.mpetcncc,
appreciation and understanding of
students' concerns, and a broad
knowledge of the multicultural
nature of the Southwest.
The Assistant Dean for Student
Personnel will carry some teaching
duties in his area of specialization
and will hold a faculty
appointment within an academic
department.
His primary duties will be to
devise, integrate and maintain
structures through which student
concerns can be articulated within
the College-of Education. He will
hold membership on University
and college committees that deal
with student affairs.

Can you think of a good public use for $2.5 million?
That's nearly what government authorities will spend to
restore and exhibit The Cairo, a Union navy gunboat that was
sunk in the Mississippi River during the Civil War. It is to be
enshrined in a park.

* * * * *
Elizabeth T'lylor wore an estimated $3 million in jewels to
a ball at the <.:!hateau of banker Baron dP Rothschild outside
Paris. The urgent occasion was to mark the lOQ!.h birthday of
Marcel Proust, who died nearly a half century ago.
'YES, YOUR GOVERNMENT MAY COLLECT INFORMATION CONCERNING YOURSELF! NO, IT DOES
. NOT HAVE TO REVEAL WHAT THAT INFORMATION IS! ••• THIS IS A RECORDING.'
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Daily Lobo Merit Badge

* * * * *
Of Course dept.: Labor biggie I.W. Abel of the
Steelworkers union was scheduled to go under the knive for
correction of "eversion, or turning outward, of the tear
ducts."

* * * * *
A man in England was fi,ned $15 for carrying Xmas gifts in
his car - two ponies for his daughters.

* * * * *
A dozen years ago, William Rehnquist wrote that Cong-.:ess
must thoroughly inform itself "on the judicial philosophy of
a Supreme Court nominee before voting to confirm him."
He mentioned in particular such things as what the
candidate "thought about the ·supreme Court and
segregation."
Yet at the Congressional hearings on his own nomination,
he resisted efforts to explore his views in practically every
area of judicial philosophy: presidential power, property
rights, equal rights and nearly all aspects of civil liberties.
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Adversaries in law striue mightily, but
eat and drinl~ as friends - Shal~espeare.

Letting it all hang out seems to be
possible for UNM Law School faculty
members, but apparently only in the
_. . , presence of other full-fledged members
of the bar.
The fact that the faculty seems to
Page 2

have a need, no doubt academic, to pee
in private is not the issue; but that our
noble men of the law know when they
have a good thing going. Actually, this
week's Daily Lobo Merit Badge should
go to the egalitarian student who would
have the temerity to step into the
faculty john.
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Part of the estimated 75
persons who demonstrated against
the appearance of the Osipov
&lalaika Orchestra's perforrfumce
at Popejoy Hall Monday night are
shown above, The demonstrators
were protesting alleged Soviet
repression of Jews inside Russia.

Career Center

I

I

Ha."'old Lavender, vice president
for student affairs, has announced
approval to change the name of
the Placement Center to Career
Services Center.
He said the new title is more
descriptive of the Center's
fun.ction - to provide UNM
students and Alumni with
vocational information and career
employment assistance,
"The term 'placement' is vague,
misleading, restrictive and is
actually a misnomer," Lavender
said. "It implies placement in a
job, but we do wnot 'place'
candidates."
·

Within the COE, the Assistant
Dean for Student Personnel would
be directly involved with college
processes such as recruitment,
scre-ening, orientation,
registration, petitions and waivers,
appeals, advisement and
counseling, probation, suspension,
graduation, certification,
placement and follow-up.
A committee headed by
Associate Dean Richard Holeman
will meet this week to screen 50
applicants.
Administrative Assistant lise
Gay said the announcement of the
new Dean would not be made
public until April 1.
"The Student Personnel
Committee will review all
applications, nnd invite two or
three outstanding candidates to
visit the University," she said.
Gay added, "The committee
will present Richard Lawrence
(Dean of the COE) with a list of
approximately three applicants.
From this list he will make his
choice,"
The 12 month contract for the
Assistant Dean of Student
Personnel will pay between
$16,000 and $19,000 per year. He
would begin his job between July
1 and Sept. 1, 1972,

B&AS School Sponsors
International Programs
The ·Executive Program of the
School of Business and
Administrative Sciences, which is
set up to continue the education
of business and government
leaders, will sponsor programs in
international business in Europe
this spring.
At the same time the B&AS
School has some empty places on
the plan which they have
chartered for the trip. These seats
are being offered to anyone who
has been a member of the UNM
community for at least the last six
months. Cost of the plane trip
alone is $265 round trip.
"The basic purpose of this
seminar," according to a B&AS
bulletin, "is to promote an
exchange of ideas between U.S.
and European executives on
international business and
environmental problems of the
'70's."
Fundamentals of international
business, including business
operation in a multi- currency
environment, will be presented by
L.G. Winter, director of the

they are, these Jews? They are the
bigots and the fascists," a UNM
student who refused to identify
himself said. "They should have
killed them all in G~rm<~nv." his
friend replied. The demonstration
ended peacefully as the concert
beganat8:15.

Library Committee
Seeks New Director
Raymond R .. MacCurdy,
chairman of the search committee
for the director of the general
library, says his committee is
seeking nominations from the
UNM community before March 1.
He asked deans, division
directors, department chairmen,
Friends of the Libraries, graduate
and undergraduate student body
presidents and their colleagues to
send nominations to him at the
department of m,odern languages,
Ortega Hall before March 1.
The new director will succeed
David 0, Kelley, who is resigning
July 1 as director of the general
library, a year before his
retirement, and will work his final
year in acquisitions development.

FUN

Executive Program, on May 25 at
the Lucerne, Switzerland, meet.
Doing business in Latin
Am eric& and in LernaLional
business and its environment will
be the final topics for the May 26
and 27 sessions,
Registration for the program
will be held May 24 in Lucerne.
The flight leaves Albuquerque
May 22 and returns June 8.
For further infor.mation,
contact Jan Simpson, 277-4638.
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fans, "It is irritating that people
don't know the difference
between music and politics," said
a student identifying himself as
the "son of Rl.ls&ian Jews."
"We sympathize with the News
and all other oppressed R,ussians,"
Bill Bader, chairman of the
Russian Cl1.1b at UNM said, "but
extending the artists an invitation
is no sign that we support the
Soviet government."
Aaron Howard, UNM student
expressed a differing -..:iew, "It is
impossible to separate politics
from art in the USSR tod&y, Any
work of art must get official
sanction from the government if it
is to be published or performed.
This dance group could not be
here if the authorities did not
permit it." Howard recently
returned from a three-week tour
of the Soviet Union,
Occasional anti· Semitic
comments were made as the
audience entered the concert hall.
"This disgusting scene outside
offends me. Who do they think
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Berrigan
Trial
Finally
Starts
HARRISBURG, Pa. (UPI)- A
federal prosec.utor said Monday an
FBI informer's testimony will
prove the Rev. :Philip F. Berrigan
and six codefendants "conspired
to disrupt the government." But a
defense attorney told jurors the
informant ''has made lying a way
of life."
Conspiracy
In his opening statement
defens<~ lawyer Ramsey C!a!'k
categoric:ally denied that Berrigan
and his codefendants conspired to
kidnap presidential adviser Henry
A. Kissinger, to bomb heating
ducts leading to federal buildings
in Washington, D.C., and to raid
draft board offices in nine states.
"The government's charges are
false," said Clark. "It charges
conspiracy anu there was nu
conspiracy. Of coursP, WP know
Henry Kissinger was not

kidnaped, He is. alive and well in
Peking.
''There was no conspiracy to
bomb. It is not within their
capacity to do it, distressed as
they were by the government's
bombing (in Vietnam).
"Draft boal'd raids occu;~ed, 11
admitted Clark, "Without any
doubt, draft board raids
occurred, but there was no
conspiracy by any of these
defendants to commit draft board
raids. 11
H<trrisburg Seven
The government acted against
the so-called "Harrisburg Seven,"
Clark said, because ''it became
necessary to stop a movem11nt,
sil11nce people, justify something
J, Edgar Hoover had said,"
As for the government's chief
witness, Cial'k cautioned the jury,
"You'll have to watch Boyd
Douglas, see him hear him. He's a
sad person, in trouble all of his
life. I think you will find he bas
~de lying a way of life, and it
hurts me to say that."
In his 40-minute op11ning
statement, Lynch accused
B en-igan of masterminding the
plot dnring 1970 while in prison
at Lewisburg, Pa., serving a
six-year sentence for destruction
of draft records in Maryland.
Government Witness'
Three government w·itnesses two policemen and an FBI 11gent
from Philadelphia- testified
about Feb. 7, 1970, draft board
raids in Philadelphia that
supposedly involved two persons
arr~sted, but IH!VCl' broughL to
trial, in connection with the
Ben-igan conspiracy. They were

the first of mor«;J than 100
government witnesses expected to
testify.
Before the opening prosecution
stateme11t, Berrigan L'evealed
through a spokesman that he had
fired his three defense attorneys
including former U.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clal'k. The
spokesman said Berrigan asked
Judge R. Dixon Herman to be
allowed to defend himself, but the
judge denied the request.
Lynch said the government
would prove the conspiracy with
evidence obtained by the FBI
from Boyd Douglas Jr,, 31, an
ex-convict who was imprison~;Jd
with Berrigan during 1970.
The prosecution said Douglas,
allowed to leave prison to attend
classes at Bucknell University,
served as the courier for exchange
of 24 Jett11rs between Berrigan and
Sister Elizabeth McAJ.ister,
another defendant.

Women's Studies Program

Roebuck Backs Charges of Discrimination

Battered Kids
A symposium on "The Battered
Child" will begin Feb. 23 through
Feb. 25 at the Sheraton Western
Skies.
The symposium will be held in
two identical sessions, with the
first running ftom 9 a.m. through
noon. The second will run from 1
p.m. Feb. 24, through 4 p.m. Feb.
25.

Research AJlocations
The first deadline for Student
Research Allocations is Feb. 25.
There will be a ~econd deadline
announced in April. For further
information eontact thP GSA
office.

Never put off until tomorrow
what you can put off till lli!XL
week.

reasons
••
1. ''You're married a year
now. When are you going ' ·• .
to give us grandchildren?" ·,• ·

2. "You want to have a kid,
Evelyn? All right, we'll
have a kid. Maybe that'll
patch things up."

3.

~'Why knock myself out
working when I can have
a baby?"

4. "I bet my parents would
send us money if we had
a baby •.. "

':.:~-Photo !Jy Chucl< I•'eil

Sen. Charles Hickam

These are just seven of the many
wrong reasons for having a baby.
There's only one right reason;
because you really want one.
And the right time is when you
want one. When the baby can be a
welcome addition, not an accidental
burden.
Unfortunately lots of people who
think they know how to go about birth
planning don't. (Research statistics
show that more than half the pregnancies each year are accidental!)
That's not having babies for
wrong reasons.
That's just being wrong.

Planned
Parenthood
Children by choice. Not chance.

Senate Steering

To·Re-do Laws
Charles Hickam, chairman of
the ASUNM Senate steering
Committee, announced Monday
evening he would assign the
memLers of his C(Jmmittee to
revamp many of the existing laws
creating committees,
Included in that legislation are
laws dealing with the Public
Relations and Lobby, Consumer
Affairs, Statistics and Research,
and Film committees.
In other action, the Steering
Committee voted to table
discussion on a planned student
referendum concerning athletic
fees until the referendum question
has been printed.
The faculty proposed at its
meeting Feb. 15 that the entire
$13 a semester mandatory athletic
fee be waived for "poor
students." A student referendum,
if held, would be only <tn
expression of sentiment, with
final action on the faculty's
proposal the
of the
UnivPr~~it.v
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Janet Roebuck, assistant
professor of history and a member
of the subcommittee, backed
these charges with statistics from
the May 14, 1970, issue of The
Reporter. The Reporter study
shows 50 per cent of the freshmen
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system is "self-perpetuating," program would include $14,000 is the end of the H.ne- it's just a
with wo'men not entering graduate for the faculty coordinator, and start. Men suffer from the
school because they fear a woman $24,000 for two full·time faculty problem as much as women do.
eannot survive there. Roebuck is members. Four teaching, graduate While we c.ontinue to work on the
the only teaching female staff •and research assistants and four assumption that mommies stay at
member in the history work- study positions were also home and tal~:e Cal'e of the
department.
requested, ''My feeling," said c.hildren and daddies go to work,
'"!'here is a built-in notion," she Baker, "is that women are we Ul'e hurting the daddy who'd
said, "of what women can/should supporting this University, they rather stay at home as much as
do. Mommies and daddies send Ul'e students hel,'e and they deserve the mommy who wants to work,"
their little girls to college because co 1.u:ses dealing with their she said.
there they can find a husband in a
Roebuck, who was educated in
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIIIIIIIII
higher -paying bracket,
England and Wales, said she sees
Courses
much more prejudice against
"Women are supporting
Among the sub-c:ommittee's
women in the Uniwd States.
this
University,
they
are
recommended courses are:
"There is no question there about
students here and they
Introduction to Women's
pay. There is a set scale and
Studies~ This one· semester
deserve courses dealing
everyone gets paid the same. In
course would acquaint students
England,
they tend to
with their problems and
with major approaches and
discriminate instead against young
ideas."
problems including biological and
people."
psychological aspects, the law and llllllliiiiiiii\111\UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII\IIllliiiiiiiiiii\IIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
The women's center, located in
the current women's movement. problems and ideas,"
Mesa Vista Hall, is currently
History of Women in the
"Wherever you look," she preparing a counseling center
United States- A two - semester continued, "women aJ:e doing which would help women with
c.lass which would explore the something. There is just not general problems and also serve as
women's movement from colonial adequate information given to an abortion referral service, "We
to modern times.
students concerning the get a lot of mixed up women in
Women and Psychology- It tremendous number of ldeas here," said one woman at the
would explore the "shaping of the created by women."
center
female personality,
Roebuck said she would like to
psychoanalytic and neoanalytic end discrimination by hiring many
contributions to a psychology of more female professors at equal
women, endocrines and sexuality, salal'ies. She feels women are
the meaning of sex-role identity discriminated against on an
for the individual and society and economic level at UNM- "I
: Makers of-Hand Made il
consequenceR of sPx roiPs."
certainly think I am and I sPP no
~
Indian Jewelry
§
Women in Literature - The eause for it.
:
OLDTOWN
exploration of the portrayal of
:. ... _..................................... ,..... :e
"I don't think women's studies
women by both male and female
writers. (This course is currently
being taught in the English
department.)
Women in the United States
Economy - The economic roil') of
women, the interrelationship of
the economic function of women
inside and outside th!' labor
market, the participation of
women in tho labor force, their
instability and employment and
I ow income levels will be
emphasized.
Women in Other Cultures This class would emphasize the
Classes in throwing
role of women in western nations
with Jim Hurt, Pam Seigai
including Russia, Sweden and
France, and in non•western
and Mike Carnes.
societies, including Muslim states,
African tribes and China.
6 weeks-24 hrs.-$50
Politics and Sex, Sexism in
£Zlso
1·enting wheel time
Education, Children, Women in
Art and Women in Law would
~ 294-0840
526 Wellesley, SE
also be among the classes offered.
r;
Workshops
'I 'I' I'
TT_LLI T 'l'l't' I 't' I 'I' IT 1'1' I_T I T
The studi11s program, according
to the report, would also support
workshops directed to women in
the community as well as students
...YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR
which would be separate from the
courses.
A proposed budget for the

fl!E:i!Ifi.l

*********************************

~

Study in
Guadalajara~ Mexico
fully accredited University of Ari~ona
program, will offer, June 29 to A•Jgust
8, art, folklore, geography, history, political science, lan:;>uoge and m"'"""e'
1<:1§~~~ courses. Tuition, $160; board and
H
$155. Write Dr. Juan B. Reel, Offi~e
Summer Session, University ot
--....,,c,:r Tucson, Arizona 85721.

ONE STOfS FOR ALL YO!JA: STEREO NEEDS

5. "Heh-heh, hey Frankie,
what are you and :Margie
waiting for?

7. "Sure I want babies. What
else is a woman for?"

entering college are female and 50
per cent are male. When this
group becomes seniors, women's
registrl.\tion has dropped to 35 per
cent.
At the graduate school level,
she stated, there are 21 per cent
female student$ and 70 per cent
male. At the level of the full
professor, there are 95 per cent
male and five per cent female.
Roebuck says she feels the

MANY ITEMS REDUCED

lne Guadalajara Summer School, a

For further information, write
Planned Parenthood, Box 431,
Radio City Station, New York 10019.

6. uwe only want two kids.
But if we don't have a boy
we'll keep trying!"

J;Jy SANDY McCRAW
Failm·e to estab!jsh a women's
study program would reinforce
"sex-biased attitudes" and would
deprive students of knowledge
''crucial to their growth"
according to a report by the
F<tculty Policy Committee's
Subcommittee of Women's
Studies.
The committee recommended
to the faculty Feb. 16 that a
women's study program be
established <ts a distinct academic
unit with regular faculty members
and facilities in which credit could
be eru.·n11d.
The report is now being
considered by the Faculty
Curriculum Committ11e and the
administration.
The faculty approved "in
principal the establishment of the
women's studies" and forwarded
it ''for consideration and
recommendations back to the
faculty."
If the faculty approves such a
resolution, the program would be
considered by the administration.
Chester Travelstead, vice president
for academic. affairs, said
"allocations for next year are
almost all designated," so money
would conceivably not be
available for the fall semester.
Travl!lstead al~o l'ecummeuded
that ethnic. study programs be
considered by the Curricula
Committee to determine wheth11r,
they, like Women Studies, would
have a separate faculty.
Women's Caucus
He emphasized he had no
opinions on the subject, but that
all angles·should be considered.
Interest in a women's study
program began last April during a
conference held at UNM by the
Women's Caucus of GSA, the
Women's Center and Women's
Liberation. A committee was
formed by interested persons to
study various aspects. From this
ad hoc committee, the faculty
chose the subcommittee, ~aid Gail
Baker, professor of American
Studies and a subcommittee
member.
"The absence.. , is an index of
the status of women in American
society and within our
educational institutions and in
turn th.is omission helps to
perpetuate women's inferior
position," the report satd.
The committe11 feels womenoare
being channeled into professions
such as nursing and primary
school teaching. "The cultural
image of the fcma!o to!:J affects
women's expectations of
themselves as well as their
perceptions of each other's
resources and abilities, creating a
vicious circle in which women
seldom achieve their full
development," according to the
report.

'I'M Daily New Mexico Lobo is
published Monday through Friday
every regular week of the UniYcr·
sity year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated With UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerquc, New
Mcxicu 8 7106. Subscription rate is
$7 1or the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The DailY Lobo
are those of the .author solely, Unsigned opinion is that of the cdi·
torlal board of The Dally Lobo.
Nothing printed in The Daily Lobo
necessarily represents the views of
the University ot New Mexieo.
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Be Super Big

ON CAMPUS

Explode Y_our
personahty

Turn 'em on with a

FEW EXAMPLES:
Mushroom Chairs

REG.

$34.98

Mushroom Table ...... , ......... $49.98

$29.98

Rattan Table ................... $29.98

$19.98

Plastic Beads .................. lOc foot

8c foot

Vanity Table .................... $32.98

$29.98

Rd. Victorian Table ....

. ... $39.98

$24.98

Peacock Chair . . . . . . . .

, ..... $31.98

$29.98

. ...... $15.98

$13.98

V Shape Peel Table .............. $19.98

$17.98

.. ·.................... 39c-79c

SSe

Mugs ......................... $T.l9

V:z off

,.

Bargain Table ..... .

Hfx Hf $6.50

AOD $ SC. fnr po~lage 8 ha11dhng for EACH p>:~ler ordere:S
24 ht ru5.tl ~Nv1ce-- add S2. lvr £ACH postet otde~ed Jn

NY >d~ "les tax. No C.O D. Sehd cash. che<k or M.O.
fo DEPT C

Super Po$lers rnc./Mtr~c~53.~~,m~·
Tuesday, February 22, 1972

SALE

. ........ . $54.98

Grapes

2ft X3ft $350
lft 52.50

No Refunds or Layaways On Sale Items

VanitY Chair . . . . . . . . . .

smoking Super Poster.
Ideal for student cam·
paigns, rallies, room
decorations. gilts or
gags, Send·ANY b&w.
color, polaroid or mag·
azine print, slide, negative, cartoon or drawing to be SUPER·IZEO.
Better originals make
better posters. Super
si1ed b&w poster mail·
ed in protective tube.
Original returned un·
damaged.

Tfl>ffx

10% 1050%

Raske

Shop

Coronado Center

..... All items 50% off

SALE THRU
SAT. 26th
CORONADO
ONLY
Page 5
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Spare A·••Mod~
Change
by Charles Andrews

I
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Lobo Review

Army 'Not Grinding Despotism'
"THE WHITE GENERALS"
Richard Luckett
(Viking/$10 hardback)
As many know, there were two
revolutions in 1917 in Russia: the
social • democratic overthrow of
Czar Nicholas II in March, and the
Bolshevik coup d'etat in
November, Both struggles grew
out of the crushing defeat of the
Czarist armies in World World I
and the consequent erosion of
confidence in Nicholas. The
interlude betw!;len the fall of the
monarchy and the Bolshevik coup
was a half-light period of chaos,
u n cettain government, and
despail:.
Between the extinction of the
dynalltY and the rise of the
Leninist dictatorship the
traditional elements in Russia
were faced with the problem of
loyalty to the provisional socialist
regime of Kerensky. Many officers
o:t; the Imperial Army remained
loyal to the Provisional
Government because Kerensky
intended to carry on the war
against Imperial Germany.
However, few could feel loyal to
Lenin, who, in the traditionalist
view, represented the worst
members of criminal society,
Counter-revolution
The result was the uprising 'or
the White generals, the counter •
revolution, The anti · Bolsheviks
did not want the r!l·establishment
of the Czarist autocracy. With the
murder of Nicholas II and his
family by Bolshevik soldiers, any
attempt at reviving the Romanoff
dynasty was absurd romanticism.
It is Richard Luckett's task to
show what the various generals
had in mind and to show how
nearly they came to success.
Luckett begins his book with a
discussion of the pre·1914
Russian army. In many ways the
picture he has drawn will be
different from what the reader has
supposed. The Imperial Army
reflected Russian society as a
','.'hale; its officers were drawn
lru:gely from the lower classes and
promotion was based on real
accomplishment. That noblemen
frequently reached levels of
command was not a reflection of
class prejudice so much as the fact

I'm just as disappointed as anyone about the chance to
bring Van Morrison in being blown, and I've got to jump on
the Popular Entertainment Committee and its chairman, Eoss
Perkal, just a bit, but an explanation of what led up to it all
may calm a few people's tempers.
In case you missed the article in yesterday's Daily Lobo,
those immensely talented artists Sonny and Cher are being
brought in for a concert in mid-May, the same period for
which Morrison was available. In the words of KUNM's
Music Director Ernie Gilbert, who walked in the door just as
the decision was being announced at last Saturday's PEC
meeting- "T.hat's absurd!"
I wouldn't object much if it were solely a question of
either booking or not booking Cher and Sonny Boy. My
personal opinion is that they are "pop" performers from the
that these men had better military
word go (in the worst sense of the word), that they have
education, beginning at an earlier
developed some charm and "personality" but never had and
age than others whose training
still don't show an ounce of artistic talent, and their
had begun as recruits.
pretenses at "hipness" and identification with alienated
Officers Wake Up
The Imperial Government,
youth have been disgustingly phony from the beginning.
according to Luckett, "was not
I also have my doubts that many student tickets wiU be
grinding despotism; it was not
sold for their show; their appeal seems to be to an older
even very efficient in repressing its
crowd than university- age.
critics. It relied, for its continued
existencll, on ll series of negatives,
But some people find entertainment in watching and
in particular on the lack of a
listening to what other people consider garbage, and I
viable alternative and the fear of a
wouldn't object much to PEG's bringing in that kind of
mass outbreak of anarchy
entertainment for those who enjoy that sort of thing... if it
amongst the illiterate.
weren't for the fact that we'll be missing out on Van
Enthusiasm, in .whatever direction
Morrison because of it.
it tended, was treated with
suspicion, even though it might
The point was brought np at Saturday's meeting that with
arguably have strengthened the
the preponderance of rock shows scheduled for the rest of
government."
the semester, something "different" (like Sonny and Cher)
As the regime of Kerensky
began to fall apart in mid·1917
ought to be brought in for variety. That's the argument of
and the Bolsheviks were coming
someone who thinks every album carried by Gold Street
closer to theil: coup, the officer
Circus is a rock album. Don McLean, Mark - Almond and
corps of the army, still occupied
John Fahey (three of the upcoming shows) don't play rock
with fighting Germans, started to
music any more than Sonny and Cher do.
wake up to what was happening.
And neither does Van Morrison.
The reliability of the officers and
theil: loyalty to the regime became
He used to, when he was with the Irish group Them, but
less
strong, culminating in the
though I can't come up with an appropriate label for the kind
generals' uprising · in September
of music he now creates, I can say it's not rock. The only
1919, led by Kornilov,
variety Sonny and Cher will provide will be a departure from
Kornilov, the commander • in •
chief of' the Russian army, had
the otherwise excellent artists PEC has already approved.
come to be the center of right •
PEC Chairman Ross Perkal should take a great deal of the
wing plots and was involved in an
<(credit" for this fiasco because it was he who decided to
abortive attack on the Provisional
make the highly improper telephone poll fer a decision on
Government. Kornilov escaped
whether to give the promoter a definite "yes" or "no" on the
Sonny and Cher concert. The first three members he could
reach all voted yes, which constituted a majority, so he called
the promoter back and gave him the happy news.
But when the matter was brought up at last Saturday's
IY MICHAEL GOOoMN
regularly • scheduled PEC meeting, one of the members who
ALL II&HTI MllllftD IIY ALTIMATNa JIIATUMa IUVICI
voted approval, Tim Padilla, admitted he wasn't fully aware "BILLY JACK"
sympathetic mercenary. So far
that the Sonny and Cher date conflicted with the one for T .a Frn~
everything is clear, and the film
Van Morrison, and that he probably would have voted no had Cinema East Theater
makes a strong case for the
he realized it. That alone should demonstrate the invalidity
In many ways, "Billy Jack" necessity of violence, and the
of the vote • by -telephone method. The committee members looks like just another "hippie" contradictions inherent in a
themselves recognized it by later passing a motion that no movie. But if it is, it's a "hippie" non-violent philosophy (at least in
movie with a difference, because America, 1972). But as the film
telephone votes be made in the future unless it is an absolute it addresses itself seriously to the develops, things get muddier, Billy
necessity and a great show may be lost because of it.
question of violence. In the end, it Jack is a half · breed Indian, and
But the pressure on Perkal to make that telephone vote cops out- or maybe it's more his model of violence is the Indian
was partly left over from the previous PEC, the one which accurate to say its analysis fails. model of personal, non-tactical
But for most of its running time, bravery: "Today is a good day to
was asked to resign by Senate because former Chairman Mike it
offers a clear, dialectical lesson die." In other words, in Billy's
Conway was conducting a one-tnan show. The promoter on the contradictions, strengths, world view one fights for what he
presented the show quite some time ago and never got an and weaknesses of maintaining a believes in even if he can't win.
answer, one way or another. The new committee took over non·violent philosophy on a
The Indian philosophy
espoused
by the film is in perfect
0
and he re-presented it, giving them time to "get it together." vi~~~~:1 ; 1~~?;, is set in Arizona, keeping with
its end - of- the ·
The show was discussed at a PEC meeting one week ago, and centers around an 60's ambience,
Remember all
but no final action was taken. 'fhen the promoter called experimental "Freedom School." those articles in the underground
Perkal Wednesday and desperately pleaded (as is his job, of It's one of those total freedom press about Indian leaders calling
course) that unless he had an answer by the next day, he places where students can study on "hippies" to follow the Indian
•
whatever they like, do whatever way? Yet it fails to make a
would 1ose a shot at lt. Perkal, knowing the promoter had they like, and "ex press crucially
important point:
been put off for so long, promised he would get a decision themselves" to their hearts Historically, the Indians'
and let him know the next day. He found it impossil!le to call con tent - as long as they're philosophy resulted in their defeat
an emergency meeting, so resorted to asking for votes by non-violent. it seems like a lovely by the white man. Facing superior ·
telephone, eve11 thqugh , as h. e Sal'd at
t he Sat urday meetmgr-"
·
situationkids are happy,
forces, no amount of personal
rlillatively the
un·htHi't·tfp,
and ' biliveiy
can triumph- at IMS£..
"that seems like the way the previous committee alwijY.S, b e-1 i eva b 1e; the teachers without the kind of t~ticat,
operated, and I don't want to see us accused of that."
-· (particularly the director, a expertise the NLF specla]izes in.
Per lull later admitted to me that one of the reasons he felt woman) are sympathetic and Billy is fighting a"gainst unbeatable
it would be alright to do it that way this one time was intelligent; It's a liLLie artsy • oddo, and he can't possibly win.
craftsy, but what the hell, you This point is never clearly made in
because the discussion of the Sonny and Cher concert at the can't
have everything.
the film, and it's a serious fault.
previous meeting had been almost entirely negative: "1
There's only one problem: the
Once the filtn gets off the
expected to get three quick no votes, and was really surprised townspeople hate the school and track, it goes from bad to worse.
that everyone voted yes."
the freaks, and vamp on them After he kills a couple of evil
d b f
th
·
whenever possible, The kids are townies, Billy ends up cornered in
P.er kal.
· argue
e ore
e comm1ttee that it would hurt non·violent, and can't fight back,
church surrounded by cops and
their position as business · negotiating representatives of the So how come the school is still anational
guard. In a completely
University to give someone a decision, then call back and say there? Enter Billy Jack. He's a unbelievable sequence, the cops
"We've changed our minds." I reluctantly have to agree on returned Vietnam vet, turned off actually negotiate with him- and
that point., though I think the ideal thing would have been on the war but definitely not agree to fund the school for 10
non-violent. In fact, he's a years if Billy will give himself up,
f or Perk al "to tel1 the promoter· he ·had personally erred in samurai
- a master of oriental
They'd gun him down in
taking an illegal vote. But this committee has dorie an martial arts capable of taking on aAbsurd!
second if it wasn't a movie.
incredible job, in a mere three weeks, of setting up the best five or six guys and whipping
Nonetheless, "Billy Jack"
slate of entertainment this university (and city) has ever seen. them. And he liltes to fight, as comes closer than any Hollywood
I'm deeply d.isappointed that we're going· to miss Van long as he's fighting bad guys.
movie of recent vintage to dealing
So there's an interesting
honestly with the question of
Morrison, but Perkal and the rest of PEC have given us plenty situation: a non·violent school revolutionary
(or righteous)
to help us forget that one screw-up.
surviving through the violence of a
violence,

FILMCOLUMN
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Second Place Up for Grabs

n·om prison when Lenin seized
power and he went w~th other
officer~; to southern Russia.
Officer Privates
With the chaos in the capital, a
number of non-Russian
nationalities were taking the
opportunity to declare
independence. These included the
Poles, the Baltic nations, the
Ukrainians, the Armenians and
the Finns. In the long run, only
the Finns· have kept their
independence.
The small ru:my of Kernilov
grew slowly, encumbered by the
presence of many former high •
ranking officers. Virtually all tile
private soldiers had held Imperial
Army commissions; by 1920 there
were still many former colonels
serving as privates. Eventually
recruitment increased as captured
Red soldiers were given the option
of being shot or "volunteering."
Neither side kept prisoners for
long.
Foreign Intervention
As the White Army grew in the
Kuban region of southern Russia,
Russia's World War I allies
attempted to aid the
anti·Bolsheviks. Int!lrvention by
the British, French and Americans
did little but confuse the situation
more. In the end, the intervention
only benefited the counter·
revolution by denying Bolsheviks
some supplies left over from the
Czar.
The middle of 1919 was
"make • it- or • break · it" for the
Whites. While they had a number
of armies in the field against the
Reds, there was no unified
command. The Bolsheviks were
able, from a compact, central
terdtory, to quickly adjust to
White attacks from all directions.
Reds Build Up
Under the "War Communism"
of Lenin and Trotsky, the Reds
were steadily building their own
war industries and creating a huge
army. That the Whites failed to
coordinate their attacks or to
increase their own base of power
meant, in the long run, that the
Whites would lose.
It is interesting to note that
White intelligence activities were
unprofessional, unproductive, and
frequently aimless; Red activities
in these fields were very good,
The Whites preferred to wait for
help from foreign powers rathe~
than really try to win the civil war
on theil: own.
By 1920 the Bolshevik steam roller was ready to move. The
Whites, who had the alternative of
emigration to the West, pretty
much quit the battle. Here again,
the Bolsheviks had the advantago
of fighting with their backs to the
wall.
What Luckett has done in this
book is to effectively refute those
historians and apologists who have
tried to present the success of
Lenin in conquering Russia as
some sort of "inevitable process
of history." After closer
examination, the reader discovers
that it was not the "bitch·
goddess of history" who defeated
the Whites, but human weakness
and ineptitude.
Tim Hunter

-------P.E. Art

Students of P.E. 319-002,
Elementary School Physical
Education, will he displaying their··:
art projects beginning Wednesday,
in the Learning Materials Center
af the educatioft complex.

G
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~~m~ .. Utr.
The ~erman clUb will, meet
Feb. 22 m Ortega Hall, 3ru flout·
lounge at 3:30 p,m. Plans for
Leap Year Party are under way.
All In teres Le<l perbOI_IS please
come,
/,------------""'\
.
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J.C. Superstar
The rock opera "Jesus
Christ, Superstar" will be
returning to UNM for a
one·night performance this
Friday.
Tickets for the performance
are being sold for $4.50 and
$5.50 at the Union ticket
office, the Arena, Reidlings
and the Totem Pole.
Student discounts are
available at the Union and
\..Arena ticket offices.

But ASU in Driver's Seat
By TOM REICHERT
Three teams are now in the
running for second place in ' the
WAC, and BYU has first virtually
sewed up as a result of the six
games played in the WAC over the
weekend.
With two weeks of conferenl,le
action left, the standings look like
this: BYU first with a 9·1 league
mark followed by New Mexico
and UTEP (6·4), and ASU 6·5.
CSU, Utah, Arizonil and Wyoming
round out the standings
re~;pectively.

Coach Stan Watt's BYU
Cougars can clinch a tie for the
conference title Friday night
against last place Wyoming, While
no one expects the Cowboys to
win in Provo, their surprising
upset of surging ASU in Laramie
last Saturday kept New Mexico
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Nine Swimmers in Nationals

;I

Five members of the UNM
women's f!Wimming tea.m
registered qualifying times for the
nationals in last weekend's five
team meet at Phoenht, to bring
the total number of Lobo
qualifiers to nine.
Arizona State easily won
Saturday's meet with Colorado
State and UNM finishing second
and third respectively. The Lobos
finished ahead of Arizona and Los
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Devore

UNM sophomore wr.estler Roy
Devore captured second place last
Saturday in the Sun Devil
Invitational. Devore, with a 10·5
dual record this year, will
compete in the 184 pound
division Friday at Tucson in the
WAC championships.

Baseball Team Prepares
For Opener WithAggies
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and UTEP hopes alive for an NIT
bid.
Last Chance
Arizona State lost a golden
chance to capture undi~;puted
possession of socond place at
Wyoming. The Devils were coming
off their second ~oad victory, an
88·80 jlecision over tough CSU,
and they fully expected to handle
lowly Wyoming and earn a 7·4
WAC slate.
But Wyoming bad other
thoughts. Coach Stranigan's club
edged ASU 68·65 to push them an
important half game behind the
Lobos and Miners,
Since ASU's remaining three
conference games are at home, it's
conceivable they could have
wrapped up second place with
another road victory at Laramie.
New Mexico and UTEP will

The long preseason practices
which began Jan. 10 will come to
an end this week as the UNM
hali!'hall team pr'cpares to invade
Las Cruces this weekend for the
season opening three game series
with New Mexico State.
Coach Bob Leigh has only eight
lettermen back from last year's
team, which finished with an
overall recorrl of 29·26 but last in
the Southern Division of the
WAC. Along with the Lobos in
the Southern Division are UTEP,
Ariz., and preseason favorite
Arizona State. However, the team
doesn't begin division play until
April 7 which gives the players
over a month to get ready for it,
It also gives Leigh a chance to
evaluate his personnel and find his
best pitching staff. Arnie

Marzullo, junior college transfer
who redshirted last year, will start
this Friday in the Lobo's opening
game. Leigh plans to go with a
six·man pitching rotation for
about. the first month of the
season.
"Once the conference games
begin, I'll go with three starters,"
Leigh said. "But we have 25 or 30
games before conference play to
determine just who these people
are going to be,"
Freshman Ron Adair, the fifth
leading hitter on last year's team,
will be starting at first base. UNM
lost the four players who hit
better than him last year, so Adair
will bat third or fourth in the
batting order in the hopes that he
can supply some of that missing
punch.

Sponsor Ski Meet
The intramural department is
sponsoring a ski meet on Sandia
Peak an.d the deadlines for entries
is tomorrow.
The meet will be held
Thursday, Feb. 24 at 1 p.m. and is
composed of the giant slalom :run
in three divisions. The divisions
consist of men's individual and
team, women's individual and
team, and a coed division. There
are four members in each team
and they must be listed as such
when registering at the intramural
office, Johnson Gym, room 13-B.
Persons not wishing to compete in
teams may enter in the individual
division, and the coed event will
consist of man • woman duos.
The races are scheduled to
begin at 1 p.m. but those who get
to the slopes early will be able to
ski to their hearts content, as
the lift tickets for the meet ru:e
good for the entire day. Costs for
the lift ticket if you are part of
the program is $3, half the usual.
fee.
Ted Johnson of the intramural
department, said "this is a first
year program. We will continue it
if it works out." Concerning the
actual running of the races he
added, "the UNM ski team will set
the course. They will also run
thtough the course once and post
their times so you can compare
your time with that of the ski
team."

Angeles State, but m,ore
importantly five girls qualified in
seven evenb for t.he National
Women's Intercollegiate
Championships to be held in
Cincinnati, Ohio March 16·18.
Charlotte Piper, UNM
swimming coach, explained how a
swimmer qualifies for the
nationals. "National qualification
times were established last
summer, and they must get these
times or below them to make the
nationals," Coach Piper explained.
"There is no limit on thll number
that can go as long as they make
the time, except of course money
for transportation."
The following UNM swimmers
have qualified for the nationals to
date: Eleen Schelberg, in seven
different events; Eadie Wetzel, in
five events; Rosemary York, in
two swimming and a diving event;
Jo Lynn Slingerland, in five
relays; Jan Mosher, in three relays;
Kerry Dalen, in a relay event;
Denise Ramsey, in 100-yd,
but!A>dly; and Martha Berry and
Chris Calhoun in diving events.
Coach Piper said: "There will
be about 87 teams reprl)sented in
the nationals, with Arizona State
tho definite favorite. I'll be happy
if we finish at least sixth."

have a lot to say about the Sun
Devils enviable position this
weekend. First, the· Miner$ fresh
off their smashing 65·42 decision
over UNM, will test the Sun Devil
strength ThursdaY night in
Tempe. Sat11rday night, New
Mexico will meet Coach Ned
Wulk's squad in another
important !lncounter.
Must Win
Both the Lobos and Miners
must defeat slumping Arizona if
they are going to stay in the rac!l
for second, The Wildcats, who
currently sport a 8·8 conference
mark, face the l,.obos on Thursday
night and UTEP on Saturday
night in Tucs<,;:.,
ASU, with their three home
games remaining, appears to be in
the driver's seat. New Mexico and
UTEP still must play llth ranked
BYU next week after tangling
with the Devils and Wildcats on
the road this week.
Why does Walter Cronkite get
to go to China and not Howard

Cosell?
r
*
,_
A cordial welcome is extended to
the students of the University to
attend ENDTIME REVIVAL services now in progress at BETHEL,
United Pentecostal Church, 4001
12th. Street N.W.
With Evangelist
ROJ\E~T WOLFE JR.
Services nightly at 7:so p.m.
Sunday 9:45 a.m.,
11 a.m. & 7:go p.m
Throughout February
(Mondays Excepted)
Vital topics of interest relevant tQ
our time arc considered. COME!

.Razor's Edge
Sebring
Professional
Hair n'es.

for Men

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
-~

,.,

ume
PROFe~
600KClNTER

FAIR PLAZA
• LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon ••fri. JOom-9 pm
Sat. I 0 am·S pm

Sun. lpm-6 pm

Expert
No Nets, Gels, laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or Women

Q
•

by Appointment only

255-0166

I

5504 Central Ave. S.E.
(1 Blk. Edst of San Mateo)

OPEN WEDNESDAYl
READ
ANY

GOOD

BOOKS

IN

Feb.23
Free Demonstrations

9:00 AM - 7:30 PM
Newman Center
1805 Las Lomas

Ba•·kley JJ7yckoff
THE
Porve1• Beading
LAST
TEN
MINUTES?

Power Reading cuts studytime~ improves
chances for academic advancement. Power
Reading reduces lhe lime needed for corresjJondence, study reporlsJ and all school readings.

..
,y··
Ju

Remetnber Summer Cookouts
Get that same flavor
with our
Broiled Hamburger
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5:30·6:30 p.m.
Young Ame:deans fm: Ftecdom;
Union room 250-A; 7·9 p.m.
New Mexico Tenant$; Union room
231D-E; 7:30·9:30 p.m.
CamPU$ Cru&a4e for Chri~t; Union
room 23lA-C; 8-:10p.m.

Calling U
T"esday, February 22 1 1972
Pr<>sidert ttal A p po intmcnt11
Committee: Ullion room 231-A;

I

WHERE: Journallsm Building, Room
RATES: 7c per wor;,l, 2() word mini~
mum ( $1 40 I Pet time run. If ad l!l to
205, afternoons Ptllferably or lilall,
run five or more consecl,ltive days with
Clasaifled Advertising
no changes thq rate is tilduced to 5c
UNM P.O Box 20
per wore! and the minimum number of
Albuquerque,
1Ur1. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: PaYllHmt must be made in full prior to inaertion of advertisllml!nt

1)

5)

PI!:RSONALS

UNCLE SAM'S lU HarVArd, Dea coats
from $10 to 18.95, work :>hll't/3 $3, cro
shirfll other places $14 always $10. 2/28
FREE EARS - FREE TALK - FREE
Ml:NDS. AGORA cnn l!stC!n to your
problema with a.n open mint! and A dif~
fercnt pe,-apective, 1£ lta n little prob•
lem, perhaps we can help you solve It
right P.WnY. If it:> a whopper, we can
help you over the <.l'i:Jia and auggest
appropriate long term help, AGORA,
NW corner Mesa Villta Hall, 277·3013,
Call or come see ua. We are availnbll!
m·ound the clock, tfn
SHARE TO NASllVILLE, leaving 2/26,
Comfortabla car. References exchanged.
34<1·3771, 6·9 pm. 2/24
EXPERIENCE A HIGll IN LEA'!'HER;
Pants, Jackets, belts, wallets, hata, bags,
knaPsacks. Upsto,(rs at THE LEATHER·
BACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte VIsta NE
(behind Triangle Bnr) T!n

:=:::-==-----.....,..-

2)

LOST &FOUND
:~=-~~~~~~--~--

FOUND-BET OF TOOLS on campus,
Identify, Rm. 205, Journnlism. 2/28
LOST-SANSANDSTRIEFFESLIDE
RULE in M.E, Building, Reward 277·
6664. 2/28

3) SERVICES
WA'1'1-JRDED PUMPINO -

Rca~onnble.

Anl'time. Call Keith, 243·4871 or Brinn,
2li6·21tili. 2/28
SCUBA renlstrntlon, Dotalls at Vtdley
Pool, lliOG Candelar!n NW. C!aas begins
Mnrch 2nd, Certification by Professional
A!lsocintion of DiVin~r Instructors. 2/22
'J.'YPING-40c per pagc-2f.lll·24Si.
woMEN
-woME:N·i{cF;NTER
OPEN FOR YOU. Thcr~ is literature,
rofl'(>O nnd counseling. Come by t~nd se~
what's hntlpen{ng. 1059 Mesa Vista, 277~
3129. 2/28
DON'T JUST STAND TlU:RE! Do something! ltclp our students by tutoring
buslc subjects 2 houra n week. Wa ncr.d
you. ISHAD nn.src f:ducation, 2G00 Central SE. 277-3511. 2/24
Dl•:VF:LOP SPIH1Tc::U:-:-A._:.L~L~Y-A-.S-W=E._L-L-A~S.
ACADEMICALLY. AtU>nll the Chriatian
Student Center, 130 Girard NE. 2654312. 3/2
WEDDING & PORTRAIT PHOTOG·
RAP1l1'. Andren West, 282·6894, Z/29
PASSPOI<'1't. IMMIGRATION,
I~JCATIOE>~
photo. Fnst, InexPensive,
Plcnslng. N11ar UNM. Call 266-2444 or
coma to 1'117 Girard Dlvd. NE. l/28
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35.00 lncludi.!S
lodging, trnnspor~tlon & discounts, 282MOii. 3/9,

2./'.22""

FOR SALE

HAND-MADE MILLEFIORE BEADS
Jl R 0 M V E N 1 C E, Donkey beads
from Perllia. The Bead Shnmnn. 2/22
l968 RONDA 350 ''Moto()rosa." Excellent

mechanical condition. Cnll 266-0490 nfter
4:00. 2/22
HAND CARVED Camelbone beads !rom
India. Real bone Indian hnirplpes, The
Bead Shaman, 4\JlB San Filipe NW, Old
'.\'own, 842-951!8, ll to 8 4nily. 2/22
HAND-MADE LEATllER PA~TS. Cus~
tom. Reasonable price. Experienced, 282,
58!!4. 2/29
A.M·FM 8·trnck stereo pansonic, $75, 268~
6204. 2t22
6)

EMPLOYMENT

"JOBS IN ALASKA" avnilabl!! now. 'rhis
handbook describes summer and cal:'eer
oPPol:'tuniti~s. covers all 1lelda; qualifica·
tiona, emploYer.a. Plan YOUJ;t .!\dventure!
$3.00, JlA, Dox 1565, Anchorage, ll950l.,
2/28
THREE EVENINGS AND SATURDAYS.
$90.00 a week earnings. 242-0553 after
2 :00 p.m. 2/22
SEAMSTRESS TO SEW CURTAINS AND
SI.IPCOVERS: Sew in her sparctime.
call 266-2Gl6 after li: 0() p.m. 2/28
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS,
Australia, .Europe, S. Amllricn. A.frlcn,
etc, All Pl'ofaaiona und or<~upations,
l$700 to $3,000 monthly. Expenses paid,
overtime, sightseeing. Free information
-writ<1, JOBS OVERSEAS, Dept. K9,
Box lG07l, Stm Diego, CA 02115. 2/28

Oh Che, can you see?

Latin American Policy

Jerome Slate~· will give a public
lecture on "The Latin American
Policy of the Unlted States" on
March 6 at 8 p.m. in the Kiva.

UNM Lunacy

The moon will be observed
Feb. 24 through the 15lh·inch
telescope at UNM 's campus
observatory during their new
hours from 8 to 10 p.m.

. Robin Morgan

Robin Morgan will speak Feb.
23 at 8 p.m. in the anthropology
building, on "The Oppressed
Majodty: The Way It Is."
Morgan is the authoress of
HSisterhood is Powerful" and
"Their Own Country.' 1

The AG Speaks

Attorney General of New
Mexico, David Norvell, will be on
campus today from 4-5 p.m. in
room 231-D of the Union.
He will be available to speak
with all interested students.

Greta Borgstrom will speak on
"The Liberation of Man in
Sweden" Feb. 28 at 8 p.m. in the
Kiva, all are invited, Sponso1·ed by
the Women's Center, 1059 Mesa
Vista, For more information call
277·3129.

First Aid

Voters

Go-Go

There will be informal Go
Playing sessim)s starting around 7
on Thursday night& in the Union
lounge. (If anyone comes, that is,)
Contact Bmce Schatz at 299·4585
if you want to come.

There will be a voter
registration drive cf>ndu<:ted from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Union
lobby Feb, 23.

............................... t

Q;uurttr.a

Major Barbara

George Bernard .Shaw's HMajor
Barbara will play in Keller Hall
March 2-5.
Reservations can be made
Monday through Friday at the
Rodey Theatre Box Office,
277-4402 or 277·4522. Prices are
adults $1,50, students with ID $1.

Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs
(and your
favorite drinhs)
905 Yale S.E.

Amistad Poetry

Amistad, the Free University,
presents the first reading in its
poetl;'y series Feb. 23 at 7 p.m.

here 11
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FOR RENT

WAN'l'ED: Female roommate to share
lnrnc npt. $42 monthly, utiliti~ paid. 2
mil!'!! from cnmvus. CnJ! 243.0115. 2/28

5) FORSALE

·=

o---

lll7o SUZUKI 'I2GO. Excellent condition.
4,260 mll!'s, $43G. 2GG·7092. 2/28
CANDLES FROM $1, A!gnnistan coats
and vests, hnnd·toolcd leather bugs
from $14 at Uncle Sam'fl, 111 Hurvnrd.
2/28
EUIWPEAN liEALTH SPA ME.MDEn..
SHIP. $7.1i0 tlCr month. Jim. 296-1704.

2!2R

GlRL'S SCHWINN ti-stlf.'ed bilce, cx~iJien't
('ofluitlon, $6(), 268-0831, n!ter G. 2/28
PANNf; VELVE'l' drc!lflc3 brand new l
I.e:;!! than % tlrice. TirE RAG SHOPPE.
2123 Snn Mntco NE near Indinn School
Rond. 10 n.m.•8 p,m, wcelcdnys, Sat. 10·
6, 2/23
Jt1STRECEtVED-Ill72 model solid stnte
stereo com»onent, sysU!m, complete with
Allol·~'M, FM:-stcr~o radio, stereo call!lette
recorder and player complete with micro•
phone, Includes deluxe BSR rceord
ehnnl!et' :lor only $249.9G. Cnsb or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 Sart
Mateo NE. Open seven days a week. ttn
DEAL STUDE~lT TO STUDENT~.
40%-DliUllonds and cUstom bands.
Chtu:lie Romero-344·6349. 4/9
196S VOLKSWAGEN Squareback, Totally
exC<JIIent. Needs no wotlt. $1295.00. 8420323. 2/24
THE: LEATliERBACK TURTLE ••• Your
o)1ranfc habllrda,her hu vants that fit
where others leavl! oft. Upstairs at 29&3
Monte Vit~ta NE. (Behind the Tdantde

Special for students

tlS i•Rf.h W-...;, tL...t
l..t\.Dl ~ ~- ..._.. ..._,.

Our Spacious Balcnny Reserved For

WHO DIG THE WILDLIFE SCENE
(outdoors ,ie)

$300

Couplc~t

Only.

THE ONLY GIANT

ADMISSION

***************************************
MULE DEER COUNTRY FROM MONTANA TO N.M.
**************************************

VIEWING IN ALBUQUERQUE,
MON. THRU SAT.11 AM·11PM
SUNDAY 1 PM TO 11PM

BRING THIS AD FOR $JOO DISCOUNT

POPEJOY HALL UNM TUES. FEB. 22>7:15pm
admission tickets available at the door
(Reduced Rates for Students)

LDBD

Tin

PEKING GLASS DUDS f.rom China,
Abnlont'! nnd coral bend;;, The D~o.d
Shatnnn. 2/22
1971 SlNGER SEWING MA~
CHINES .equipped to do m06t. any~
thing, $49.95, Cash or Terms. Oven 7
days a W/!i!k. United Freight Sates. 3920
San Mateo NE. t!n,
AFRICAN 1'UADE BEAOS. Where else'l
The lli.'nd Shaman. 2/22
DlNlNG 'I'A:BL~E:"",~4--c7h:....:ni~ra-.~E.-x-ce"':"ll~en-t--<!o-n
dition, $-Iii. Phone 2GG-3493. 2/23
PHOTOGRAPHlC SUPPLlES~.--S-t-uc~le-nt
dfgcount on everYthing in store. nrn·k~
toorn SUf>J)Ii~, film, chcmlcnls, process~
ing. Southern Exp0$Urc lTD. 2318 Cen·
trnl, across !rom Ynle PArk. tfn:
19G9 'YAMAHA 80cc. street bike exceU(lnt
condition. $200, cull 2GG·703S,
MASTERPLOT8-lli volume set with
Y e a rho o k s $40: ENCYCLOPEDlA
AMERlCANA-$160. Excellent condi~
Ht.>n, 345•2308. 2/24

NEW

..

The UNM and Bernalillo
County Young Democrat& will
hold a joint meeting Feb, 24 at
7:30 p.m. in room B·l 7 o( the
Howard Johnson Midtown Motel
for the putpose of hearing
speeches by senf\torial candidate
Jesse Kornegay and congr(!ssional
candidate Mayor George

The advanced first aid course Gon~ales.
will be conducted at the Red
Young Amedcans
Cross Chapter building, 5006
Yoll1:.g Americans foJ; 1h·eedom
Copper N.E. Class will be held
will meet tonight at 7 p.m. The
2~4:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and
Thursdays starting March 7, 1972. meeting will take place in room
250·B and will concern the
Pre-registration is required.
Interested persons should call the principle of freedom in student
fees. All interested persons
Red Cross at 265-8514.
invited.

IDENTIA

~Bar}.

l
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TTli:E

4)

Democrats

Libera ted Man

Poetry Series

A. Wilber Stevens) professor of
English and comparative literature
at Prescott College in l'rescott,
Ariz.) will be featured in a reading
of his poetry at UNM Feb. 25.
The reading will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Zimmerman Library
Honors Center Lounge, It is part
of the ASUNM l'oetry series and
admission is free,

ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED

CAMPUS lBRXEF§

I

CLA§§!F!ED

A DVERT1SXNG

University P.O. Sox 20, UNM1 Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word; $1.40 minimum {that's 20 words}
5¢ per word if same ad nms frve or more consecutive times
$2 •.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be mode in full prior to insertion of advertisement

ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
S. For Sale

2. lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT -· _TIMES STARIJNG - - -

','!!

CARAT round·eut dlnmond, PhoM 2660748. 2/22
30 USED PORTABLE TV's. $30-$GO. 441 ·
. Wyom_IE.g NE. 256·5987. 5/2

Hand Crafted Jewelry

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

Gold and Sterling
CAn<>CHO:.:S

J:AG~Tl.m

STO.NES, MlXERALS

8 & B LAPIDARY
s2s sAx flLJPE
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